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(What follows is intended for those who would understand and apply the science of cosmic cycles applied from the teachings of the Ascended 

Masters of the Great White Brotherhood (of Light) as given through their Messengers, Mark and Elizabeth Clare Prophet and applied using the 

science of the cosmic clock and astrology.  I have followed as faithfully as I can the direct application and translation of the cycles as given, 

understanding it is karma making to interpret.  I have taken the Master's dictations to the altar and sat under my Christ Self and the Masters who 
tutor my soul and have applied these cycles in my own world for the purpose for which they are given, to save my soul.  What follows is the 

product of the cycles as given by the Masters and as applied and understood in the meditation of my heart with the hearts of Mother, my Guru, 
Saint Germain, Kuthumi, and Maitreya.  I have followed and applied this science for years.  I have been compelled to share these with you.  I 

have applied the science of light and the cosmic clock with my understanding of esoteric and mundane astrology to translate the hand writing on 

the wall of returning karma and to walk the Path of Initiation home. The light flushes out the darkness.  The methodology of this applied science 
is not given here, but the inquiring mind may understand.  The methodology will be given separately at a later date as new age astrology of the 

initiate for the soul’s odyssey of the return home. It is my intention and purpose that you sit under your own vine and fig tree and use the material 

here and study the Masters teachings referenced here to enter into a dialogue with your God Presence and be God taught so as to acquire God's 
gifts of the Holy Spirit of Knowledge and Understanding, Discernment, and Interpretation of Tongues.  Your Christ Self is your teacher.  What 

truth lies here is only of value to you if it sets your heart to vibrate as two tuning forks that come into contact.  The Truth will set you free.  Your 

Christ Self is Truth. Seek and you will find. 

 What follows is for your intercession on behalf of mankind for the saving of souls and your ascension in the light.) 

 

 

It is written in the document titled, “Spring Equinox 2020”, that “Uncle Sam is calling 

you! The people are rallying in 2020”. This is on page three. On page eight it is written that, “A 

new act is opening upon the history of America.  Christ is rising at Easter in the people”, also 

that “2020 is like no other year in millennia. It is why the fallen angels will take no chances in 

2020.  They know full well the cosmic cycles, as taught us by Lord Maitreya”.  This document is 

available to download on the website page, Current Year 2020, at https://cosmic-clock.com.  

 

The fallen gather on the mountain in Capricorn, the mountain of their karma, and they 

plot (Neptune) their choreographed response to the people gathering on the Mountain of our 

God, in Capricorn, as they Rally to the Call of Saint Germain, Uncle Sam, in 2020 an election 

year. 

 

We see two opposing forces gathering for battle in 2020. The Watchers (Psyche) gather 

with the Kings (Saturn) and the Dweller of the people (Pluto) and the Dragon (Tail) or Serpent 

on the Mountain of Maitreya’s Mystery School (Saturn’s Causal Body) to take Heaven by Storm, 

to defeat the Guru, Jupiter, who is Saint Germain.   

 

On the one hand, the people rally to Uncle Sam, Saint Germain, in the most critical year 

of all past elections.  And on the other, the fallen angels and their power elite, their societies and 

associations (Uranus) gather in Capricorn to play out their rebellion once more in Taurus on the 

Descendant, at Spring Equinox.  They are carrying out their counter plan to the Divine Plan for 

2020 it is code named COVID-19.  The karma rising on the Nadir at 6 Pisces is playing out 

through Neptune conjunct Black Moon Lilith, known as the Demon Baby Killer (see YouTube 

videos on Lilith). Neptune is the Pale Horse of Revelations, Death, Hades follows.  Neptune is 

contagious disease outbreaks.  It represents the biological warfare of the fallen angels to control 

the planetary population of God’s people.  It is a tool of the Nephilim and the Watchers to 

control and subjugate the people of the Divine Mother and her civilization, since their being cast 

into the earth during the 4th Root Race on the continent of Mu, the civilization of the Mother on 

Lemuria.  Neptune also represents communism and the collective consciousness of the people 

and their illusion of democracy permitted by the power elite.  Neptune represents the vote of the 
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people in elections to elect their Representatives.  Neptune is conjunct Lilith, come at Spring 

Equinox to attack the people in their homes and their homelands in the 4th house.   

 

So how is the plan of the fallen angels, the Watchers, pre-empting the Divine Plan to rally 

the people to Uncle Sam in the 2020 elections?  Well it is common wisdom to follow the money, 

it is also common wisdom to NOT FOCUS on their right hand, but to watch their left hand that is 

behind their backs.  This means covid-19 is a contagious disease, with 100,000 deaths world-

wide that has now surpassed seasonal flu that claims an average each year 50,000.  We are told 

COVID-19 is just beginning and will play out over the months to come affecting 160 million 

Americans, and expected to kill 1.6 million.  This may be the mountain of karma descending, but 

it is not God’s Divine Plan for 2020.  It is his plan for the elect, the called-out ones to invoke the 

Violet Flame and the Emerald Ray to consume this virus sent to attack America and the I AM 

Race worldwide. It is God’s will that his sons and daughters know the power of the God flame 

within their hearts, in the 33rd year of the initiation of their hearts, in Virgo, to know God’s 

Justice through their God Obedience as God’s Judgment in Capricorn of those who would be 

king, who have gathered on the mountain to take God’s Power to themselves. i.e. to take the 

power of the people to themselves by voter fraud and deception.  Locked down in their homes, 

imprisoned without cause.  They will have to mail in their votes.  We are witnessing a bloodless 

coup.  The disenfranchisement of the people, by their consent. It has always been the law of God, 

silence is consent. 

 

Check out the YouTube videos of the discoveries in Antarctica of living organisms that 

the power elite’s scientists, reincarnated from Atlantis, have found under the Ice sheets.  They 

claim that these organisms are alive and not of this earth.  Biolabs around the world have been 

weaponizing these microbes as taught by the Ascended Masters.  Covid-19 is a pre-emptive 

strike against Saint Germain and his Divine Plan in 2020 to deliver the Seven Last Plagues, the 

Bowls of God’s Wrath released by the seventh trumpet judgment, upon the Watchers, the 

Nephilim and Archdeceivers.  

 

We have been taught how to deal with what they hold in their right hands, the virus.  We 

were called and given the Everlasting Gospel, the Teachings of the Ascended Masters, published 

through the books of Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Summit University Press, Summit Lighthouse 

Publications.  Millions have been contacted and the tools placed in their hands.  Now it remains 

whether or not we will rise to the challenge and invoke the light to consume the darkness as we 

have been taught.  It is the key to our salvation.  We have had restored the “Lost Teachings and 

the Lost Years of Jesus Christ in the Climb the Highest Mountain Series of publications.  We can 

now clearly see the footsteps of Jesus Christ in the sands of time.  Walk ye in them. 

 

The key is what do they hold in their left hands, that they hold behind their backs (in 

secret).  What is operating behind the scenes worldwide?  What is the malicious intent of these 

who gather in Capricorn in the second house of the Nations and the people?  What is the 

malicious intent of the hearts of these who like Charles Schumer, Senate Minority Leader, 

Democratic NY who threatened the US Supreme Court Justices if they roll back the law 
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empowering the Black Moon Lilith, the Demon Baby Killer? What is the malicious intent behind 

Adam Schiff, Chairman of the Select Committee on Intelligence, who has publicly stated that 

they cannot trust the American people to decide the 2020 elections?  They have the confidence of 

those who have a plan and we are seeing it play out in Neptune in Pisces, voter fraud and 

deception of a grand illusion being played out on a global and national scale by a collective 

consciousness of surrendering to the state, communism under a threat real and unreal of a 

contagious outbreak.  All these factors are ruled by Neptune.  It is all illusion, delusion, a vast 

Maya to separate the people from Uncle Sam, the hierarch of Aquarius, Saint Germain in 2020. 

 

Look to what the power elite, the status quo, Saturn conjunct Pluto conjunct Jupiter is 

planning? What is being implemented as their response, their counter plan, Code named COVID-

19.  These are unconstitutional actions that a benevolent people willingly are complying with. 

Once this acceptance of their plan is in place, come summer solstice, they will feel free to 

implement the draconian measures being prepared to be released by their choreography of 

events.  Watch carefully the gathering of the Bilderbergers this June and all their gatherings of 

the G20-G8 and economic and finance meetings that will follow.  All of a sudden Trump hails 

the cooperative efforts between both Parties in Congress, how so, on the heels of the House 

impeachment attempt? 

 

We are seeing play out the Beast out of the Earth creating an image of the Beast out of 

the Sea, world communist state, and making it come alive.  This is the illusion (Neptune) in the 

4th house of sovereign homelands of the One World Governance and its One World Economy 

launched by the neoconservatives.   Revelations tells us what comes next.  Neptune, the Pale 

Horse, death, and Hades follows.  Do your research.  How does what America is doing in our 

cities and governments compare with cities in nations across the continents?  Here are some 

facts: 

1. Africa’s cases by country are spiking.  Governments are taking actions…shifting 

financial transactions to digital payments, away from cash.  Alarm!  WHO has 

targeted cash as a conduit that spreads the disease.  Digital startups are emerging. 

This is the beginning of the elimination of national currencies. This is prophesied in 

the Book of Revelations.  Revelations chapter 13 describes the rise and reign of the 

beast out of the sea, and the False Prophet.  People are forced into a position that they 

must have the mark of the beast, your digital identity (Rev 13:16) as is used in China 

today a live tracker of every movement and transaction.  This is planned to be 

implemented worldwide.  It is happening now.  Kenya is Africa’s leader in adopting 

digital payments. In fact, is leading the world in digital transactions.  Kenya has given 

us many things, most notably out of the East African Rift area the foreign prince who 

overthrew the golden age in Africa in the area today called the Sahara some 70,000 

years ago.  This golden age civilization in Africa was led by Saint Germain, whom 

we call today Uncle Sam. It is important to note that a new crack recently has opened 

in the East African Rift in the south west Kenya.  This is the opening into the Astral 

plane.  It begins in Lebanon and runs to Mozambique. We are witnessing events 
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described in the Book of Revelations playing out in the 21st century, the karma of the 

generations living today. 

 

2. Business Insider reports that Western countries are having to be forced into social 

distancing i.e. lockdown.  How wide spread and effective is COVID-19? Is the whole 

world staying home?  Is the disease spreading where there is no social distancing? 

See what you can find out...continent by continent, nation by nation, major cities by 

major cities.  Or is what we are seeing the out picturing of the left hand…of those 

who have come down from the mountain …to rule? 

 

3. Italy is in lockdown until April 13th possibly extend to July 31st. Nationwide. 

 

4. Paris in in lockdown, France till April 15th.  Nationwide. 

 

5. Spain until April 11th. Nationwide. 

 

6. Germany not in lockdown.  Using social distancing until April 24th. 

 

7. UK in lockdown till April 13th. 

 

8. Austria April 13th. 

 

9. Serbia indefinitely 

 

10. African nations are in night time curfews (really?) to lockdowns. 

 

11. South Africa in lockdown for 21 days beginning March 26th. 

 

12. In the Middle East:  Kuwait and Israel in lockdown 

a. Tunisia is using robots to enforce lockdown. 

b. Iran is not in lockdown.  Surrounding nations are in lockdown. 

 

13. In SE Asia; is reporting in some countries …patchy. 

a. Malaysia 2-week lockdown 

b. Indonesia  

 

14. Business Insider reports 1/3 of global population is in lockdown. 

 

15.  Australia not in lockdown, instead a range of measures. 

 

16. South America: 

 

a. Argentina in lockdown until mid-April. 
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b. Latin America…partial 

17. Central America: 

a. Little information 

b. Mexico is reported not in lockdown, as is Brazil 

18. Canada is not in lockdown 

 

What conclusions can be made from such spotty available information (google) 

i. standard message.  

ii. standard measures 

iii  global exercise…preceding what will follow by global governance 

 

 

This is a trial period, gathering lessons learned for the major take over as described in 

Revelations and the Book of Daniel. 

 

We are entering a period of the descent of karma, a mountain of karma, in Capricorn, 

upon the power elite.  They are planning on entrapping God’s people in their net and by force 

intimidate the people through tyranny, Saturn Pluto Jupiter and the Watchers-Psyche to worship 

the state as world savior, the illusion of the second coming of Christ come to rule with a rod of 

iron…fist.  Yet even now on the eve of the implementation of their Plans in Capricorn, we are 

divided by those who once again cry, Peace, Peace, Peace.   

 

Revelations tells us that those who will not worship the state will be killed…by the 

viruses that are afoot and are to be released in succeeding waves, getting the people to believe 

this is a natural event and are convinced …to blame God.  They call this the Fourth Turning, and 

they are even now gathering the Millennials to their banner.  

 

If you don’t know your history you will not know or believe what the astrology imports.  

This is what happened on Hedron and on Maldek.  This is what is prophesied by the asteroid, 

Vesta at 29 Taurus in the 1st decant of the 7th house.  Revelations and the Everlasting Gospel 

teach us as does Sanat Kumara that the ignorant (the poison of the consciousness of the 

personality in Leo; and the animal magnetism of the mental plane and body, Aries, Taurus, and 

Gemini) cry out, peace, peace, peace when there is no peace. 

 

The people are rallying to Saint Germain, Uncle Sam, the prophet of God, Samuel in the 

election year as Saint Germain plans and prepares to take back America and carry out God’s 

Divine Plan for the Destiny of America in the 21st century.  He plans to deliver this nation, of the 

birth of Christ in her people, in the second coming.  He only has, Mighty Victory tells us, until 

2033.  Fourteen years, one cycle of initiation and Mighty Victory tells us we must be prepared to 

get through the fallen ones and their roaring 20s.  They know their time is up and they are 

gathering for a final intoxicating lust fest moving to the beat of Hades that follows the Pale 

Horse (Neptune) as Jesus foretold through John the Revelator. 
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The plot (Neptune) of the fallen ones, code named COVID-19, is the descent of the karma 

foretold by the planets in Capricorn.  It is put in place to thwart Saint Germain’s Divine Plan for 

the Age of Aquarius, the 3rd century of America’s destiny in the 3rd decade of the 21st century at 

the end of time for the fallen ones as Helios emerges with the Solar System from the galactic 

equator and the Galactic Alignment of the Precession of the Equinoxes.  This is a new cycle of 

25,800 years and of a 10,000 cycle, that sank Atlantis and Mu.  It is the end of the 2000-year 

cycle of grace won for mankind by our savior Jesus Christ who gave us a grace period to walk in 

his footsteps these last 2000 years so that we would arrive, the faithful remnant, at the second 

coming of Christ, in man.  We have been taught and the faithful have believed that when he 

comes, we will see him because we will be like him.  Saint Germain teaches us in his book, Saint 

Germain On Prophecy, in Book Two, Chapter Two, that when the Cosmic Christ comes, the 

people must receive him this time because if they reject their God (this time) because they 

believe the lies of the unjust stewards, it will manifest as a nuclear (Pluto) 1st strike on America.  

Nostradamus prophesied that this will occur on the 45th parallel.  The Sleeping Prophet 

prophesied that in 2100 NYC will be, being rebuilt.  The masters teach that the karma of abortion 

will manifest as the destruction of every city and state that harbors the killing of babies in the 

womb, the karma of the murder of God.  Mother Mary has prophesied that the judgment will 

begin with the judgment of the feminist movement because of their rejection of the Mother, the 

Divine Mother and the Christ Child in their womb. 

 

The judgment has begun in 2020 as the planets gather the people on the mountain of 

Capricorn as the goats prepare to take heaven by storm.  Summer solstice will coincide with a 

solar eclipse this year.  It will be followed at Winter solstice by the conclusion and new 

beginning of the cycle of Saturn Jupiter, as the 46-year window of the birth of Christ in Man, 

concludes in 2021 (galactic alignment). Capricorn is the mountain of initiation (Saturn) under 

Maitreya, the causal body and Satan, the electronic belt.  Capricorn is also the mountain of 

karma of the goats.   

 

America had been granted a period of 35 years without a solar eclipse, 1982 to 2017.  A 

solar eclipse is the eclipsing of God, the Mighty I AM Presence of each one, the flame within the 

heart.  The people were being tested as to their allegiance to America, Uncle Sam, to the God of 

America. You know the result.  You have seen it play out with the population explosion as the 

Gates of Hell were opened by the angel who came down with the key and opening the flood 

gates.  This occurred in Revelations chapter 9, the 9th of the Hebrew Letters, the sounding of the 

fifth trumpet judgments, the opening of the bottomless pit.  Out of which came the Millennials to 

flood and sweep away the children and sons and daughters of God as Mother who was taken on 

the wings of a great eagle to the wilderness.   These Millennials were prophesied by Hitler, Stalin 

and Mao as the youth who would overthrow the kingdom of God, in the earth.  These are the 

generation the establishment call the Millennials, the Fourth Turning.  The generation to bring in 

the State as god, mechanization man and the materialism of their god, Mammon. 

 

We are seeing emerge from behind the scenes the implementation of a global worldwide 

governance.  The implementation across sovereign nations of a series of global state measures 
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that on the surface are benign and practical.  They make common sense, but really do they?  

Nations have been by free will, imprisoned in their homes.  Even churches are shut down.  Who 

can exercise the 4 pillars of FREEDOM in a critical election year that the power elite have stated 

publicly that they cannot and WILL NOT allow the people to decide the outcomes of the 2020 

elections in America.  AMERICA WAKE UP!  Before it is too late and you have surrendered all 

your God given Freedoms and Liberty.  Washington DC is not benign.  Congress sold you to the 

Watchers in 1913, the Illuminati Bankers.  They sold you to China under the Bush 

Administrations and the Clintons.  They sold Wall Street and Main Street in 2008 under the 

Obamas.  Now they are selling what’s left of America, her people, in 2020 under the Little Horn 

(see Daniel chapter 7) as the Four Angels are freed from their prison in the Euphrates by the 

Bush Republicans (Iraqi wars).  Our Father Enoch warned us long ago that they would and that 

the consequences, the Messenger, taught us was that they would hurl themselves upon the East 

and Revelations teaches, the Far East to stir up the kings, to provoke in them a spirit of unrest, so 

that they march up to and tread under foot…the land of His elect ones… Revelations tells us of 

these Four angels (Rev 9:14) that they gather an army (200 million) in the Far East and slay a 

third part of men.  Nostradamus prophesied the return of Genghis Khan and the invasion of 

Europe from the East. 

 

So, we see that the next decade, the roaring 20s of whom Mighty Victory has warned us 

to prepare for, is the fight for the Freedom won in America, by the people for the people.  The 

2020s will be the dividing of the way as our experiences in 2020 condition many to escape 

(Neptune Black Moon Lilith) into partying while America burns.  This generation did this under 

Nero as Rome burned.  They did this on Maldek and on Hedron.  They did this on Mu and on 

Atlantis, in Troy and so, so many others in these last 25,800 years.  Yes, 25,800 years.  Mu and 

Atlantis, Africa, India, China all fell in the last 10,000 years.  Not 30,000 or 70,000 years ago or 

longer, but 10,000 years ago, the age of Noah’s flood.  Erasing the Watchers and Archdeceivers 

behind the fallen angels and imprisoning them in the Euphrates.  Now we are come full circle, 

and they are free of their prison.  They have emerged from Sagittarius with a vengeance and are 

now in Capricorn with a plan to counter Saint Germain and Maitreya and his Son, Jesus.  The 

people willingly are carrying out their plan. 

 

America is the heart of the planet.  America is her people.  Together they form the T’ai 

chi, the Alpha and Omega of a whole.  America is the life blood of the planet.  The planet and 

the hearts of her people, all her people are being initiated.  All mankind stands in Virgo in the 

33rd year of the initiation of their hearts to enter in, drawn by the magnet of the heart, the heart 

flame a people to their God, the flame blazing upon the altar of their hearts. 

 

The heart flame is the axis Libra Aries.  Its is God’s Reality (Libra) actualized by God 

Control of the mind (Aries), the higher mind by surrender to Our Father’s will.  Libra contains 

within itself a secret ray that is mastered by the gnosis, the self-actualization of the wisdom of 

equality, “I and my Father are one”.  The origin of the three jewels, the Buddha, Dharma, and the 

Sangha.  The heart and mind are one and consciousness abides in the heart, from the flame.  The 

Serpent in the Garden of Eden tricked mankind, the feminine principle in man, to use free will 
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not to carry out Our Father’s will but in ignorant animal magnetism of the laws of free will, 

create outside of the Divine Plan that is based on perfection, the T’ai chi of the flow of energy 

that is creative, immortal not separate from God, absolute good.  Satan taught mankind to enter 

into their rebellion (Taurus) against God and his divine plan.  He taught us how to take energy 

and give it a life, to create our own creation, our ego (Aries) and the consciousness of the 

personality.  The ego is separate from God and sees everything from this perspective.  Emanating 

from the ego is a poison, that alters our DNA that separates us from God.  This DNA is our 

creation not God’s, yet it stems from God’s energy that gives it life.  This life is a tyrant made in 

the image of Lucifer, Satan, and the Serpent.  It suppresses the soul by its poison, as the ego 

gives off a virus, called pride.  This inner and outer poison fattens the heart that then hardens 

becoming insensitive to “life”.  It bricks off the inner heart, the flame and our contact with God, 

the God flame and being God taught.  The consciousness of this ego’s actions falls into the abys 

we call hell while the good that the soul does ascends to our causal body.  We are protected from 

this fallen consciousness and its past records and memory because it is sealed in the unconscious. 

Each lifetime the soul is given a new chance to re-create herself in the image of God and walk ye 

in the way taught us by his son whom he sent into the world to show us the way.  These are two 

words that are loaded with meaning.  It is the life and teachings of the master, lost to the age by a 

church and its priesthood who have succumb to the Serpent on the East Gate. 

 

We are taught that this will continue till God’s people bend the knee (in Capricorn on the 

mountain) before our God, the Father, the Guru and separate out from giving their energy to a 

kingdom of man and come apart, a separate people (Saturn).  It is then that the kingdom of 

Babylon the Great (Capricorn) will collapse. Saturn’s electronic belt is both Satan and 

materialism.  In Revelations it is the Black Horse, the economy and is called FAMINE, the 

absence of food or the ability to grow food. 

 

The poison in Libra, pride, represses the flame of the heart and is the cause behind the 

100 ways to kill a mockingbird, the Guru.  This is the poison that infected the 12 Tribes of Israel 

and Judah that caused them to reject their God and his prophet Samuel.  You know the story. 

This infection was a plague that killed a Nation, by first killing its heart. 

 

We stand in 2020 in the initiation of the heart in Capricorn to face our past and our 

present, we are today what we thought and did yesterday.  Our past creates our present.  We 

stand on the mountain facing our past today and are determining our future in America in a 

critical election year.  Yet it is much more.  We stand today in 2020 and are playing out the Great 

Drama described in the Book of Revelation and the Book of Daniel.  We are standing at the end 

of the age of the Shepperd, the fisher of men.  We are in the day of the second coming, the day of 

the Lord.  Now, right now?  Wait a minute!  Well, Father Time (Saturn) waits for no man. 

 

The Cosmic Clock, the Hour Glass of Time, is run out. Now is the acceptable day of the 

Lord.  The Bridegroom comes.  He comes in the night, the dark night of the Soul.  As she stands 

on the mountain in Capricorn to face the Dweller on the Threshold of consciousness of the ego in 

all its glory, accruements of the ego.  The soul must choose to walk in the footsteps of Christ and 
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uphold the Guru, the Heart Flame in the 33rd year of initiation on the Path, in an election year, at 

the end of a Saturn Jupiter cycle that coincides with the end of the Galactic Alignment and the 

prophecies of the Everlasting Gospel, with four years to complete the mission of the Summit 

Lighthouse...the Ascended masters names are spoken in every household in America.  This is the 

Coming Revolution in Higher Consciousness. We have now entered a new era, the era of 

absolute warfare, in the war between absolute good and absolute evil.  The time of relative good 

and evil is ended. 
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13. Goddess of Liberty, Our Origin in the Heart of Liberty, To Balance the Threefold Flame  

 by True Heart Contact with Lord Maitreya. POW Vol 28 # 45 (Release of the 24 Year 

 Plan from the Great Central Sun). 

 

14. Kuthumi, An Exposé of False Teachings, POW Vol 29 # 9. 

 

 

 

15. Kuthumi, A Study in Christhood by the Great Initiator: LIII, The Light of Winter 

Solstice.  POW Vol 27 # 58. 

 

16. Beloved Surya, "Come leave your nets-- I will make you fishers of men". The Sun behind 

the Sun, God-Government and the Dedication to Truth. POW Vol 28 # 24. 

 

17. Lord Maitreya, "They that wait upon the Lord shall mount up with wings as eagles." The  

 Coming of the Cosmic Christ, The Last Judgment and the Resurrection. POW Vol 28 # 

 41. 

 

18. Lord Maitreya The Dilemma of the Soul in the Evolutionary Cosmos. A Message on the  

 Dark Cycle and the Light Cycle in Capricorn from the Eternal Chain of Hierarchy. POW 

 Vol 24 #26. 

 

19. Lord Maitreya, “The Lord of the World’s Path of the Six-Pointed Star, Taking the Hand 

of Maitreya’s Messenger.” Teachings from the Mystery School # XIII. POW Vol 29 # 22 

Part a 

 

20. Lord Maitreya, “Self-Determination in the Real Self.” Teachings from the Mystery 

School # XIV. POW Vol 29 # 23 Part b 

 

 

21. Sanat Kumara, The Opening of the Seventh Seal. XXIX   Seven Initiations of the Saints  

 Who Follow the Lamb. POW Vol 22 #41. 

 

     22. Maha Chohan, The Mandate of the Holy Spirit, Loves Testing of a Planet and a People.  

 POW Vol 31 # 29. 

 

     23. Beloved Helios, The Judgment of the Power Elite. A Mighty Scepter of the Trinity in the  

 Hand of the Holy Christ Self. POW Vol 34 # 40. 
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     24. References to the Backlash: Pearls 

  volume 4 number 30 El Morya 

  volume 15 number 35 Mother Mary, "it is the hour of victory for those who are  

       ready to draw forth the light and challenge  

       the tale of the great Dragon... the tail of  

       man's own carnality". 

  volume 24 number 51-Gautama Buddha, "study the backlash of the Dragon's tail" 

  volume 28 number 26-the Messenger, "... but really do not focus on an issue and  

     wrestle with it... you feel the backlash, you know you have  

     aroused those serpents. And they start attacking.... you start 

     shying away from those decrees... Keepers of Flame, you  

     must go after them! Whatever the cost... 

  volume 29 number 23 footnote 3 Kuthumi speaks of Gemini Sagittarius  

misqualified as envy and jealousy become revenge and 

retaliation…the backlash against the lightbearers as 

returning karma. The momentum of revenge of the falled 

ones unleashed. 

 

  volume 29 number 10- Sanat Kumara, "the light does increase. The darkness is  

     uncovered. As quickly as the gross darkness, and the force  

     of the anti-mind that you feel, is come upon you, recognize  

     it as a chemical aviation or backlash, the result of your  

     work rush to send it into the stream of cosmic light   

     descending". 

 

Vol 27 No. 29 Beloved Serapis Bey published June 3, 1984, Dictated April 8, 1984. 

• 33-year spiral of ascension’s flame in heart of Mother and 

Mystical Body and the Church.  The flame is for the testing and the 

trying of the nations.  Raise up one spiral a year…a dispensation. 

• Jesus taken down off the cross with MA and the chelas. 

• Conqueror fear (Pisces and Saturn) in sub conscious, an illusion to 

subdue you. 

• Is no sin, fallen ones condemn, pick yourselves up and move on. 

• Very day an initiation is to come, there will be a test of pride or 

ambition…anger; 5 secret rays. 

 

Vol 28 No. 45 Beloved Goddess of Liberty published Nov 10, 1985, Dictated Aug 10, 

1985. 

• New 24-year plan associated with 33-year spiral summer solstice, 

1985, has to do with causal bodies of MA and yourselves and your 

twin flames.  We are on schedule. 
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• Calculate the tests.  Observe the intruder.  Each day note what it 

is that first intrudes upon your tryst with the Lord, with your 

Bridegroom…whether from within or without… 

 

Vol. 29 No. 24 Beloved Sanat Kumara published June 9, 1986, Dictated Jan 26, 1986 

• Purity to consume the disease of the 7 last plagues. 

• The ancient mantle is restored; upon Mother.  Who is Mother? 

• You are in embodiment for one purpose, chakras accelerate 

Purity...by power of Secret Rays. 

• The mantle upon the Mother does drive back these fallen 

ones…they must receive their judgement. 

 

Vol 31 NO. 29 Beloved Maha Chohan published June 19, 1988, Dictated Feb 21, 1988 

• Love’s testing of a planet and a people 

• Holy Spirit Initiations to a Planet via 4 planets in Capricorn (4 

Horsemen) 

• ..as the planetary water levels rise, as the tides rise…Age of 

Aquarius sets a new standard…a greater Love. 

• Mars the trigger 

• Tester whose signs are Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune 

• A cycle of great awakening and enlightenment, by embrace the 

Spirit of the Living God... 

• Many are NOT prepared 

• You may invoke unlimited light at this time as the other planets 

appearing, representative of the Divine Mother…Venus, Jupiter, 

and Sun, even the Moon… 

• Freedom is of the Holy Spirit, let it not catch you off guard, 

freedom is a power and a momentum seek the path of the 5 Secret 

Rays to keep God-Control and know these 5 Secret Ray 

initiations in the earth are the cause of the disturbances in the 

nations and governments and the sudden burdens upon the 

people. 

• If Holy Spirit come not, there be no deliverance.  The same light 

that is become the testing of souls is become the opening…you 

ascend in vibration 

Vol 32 No. 62 Beloved Cyclopea with Virginia, published Dec 17, 1989, Dictated Nov 

26, 1989 

• Placing the Capstone on the Pyramid of the United States of 

America. 

• Convergence of Heaven and Earth…meeting of souls ascended and 

unascended in the Eye of the capstone.  Capstone is where we meet 
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ascended hosts…no longer a separation in the Mystical Body of 

God…America is the designated place for this convergence… 

• Hold fast ...sustain Love…magnetizes Wisdom and Power 

• Putting the brake on those camped in the Soviet Union…out of 

hell, the astral plane, but also aliens in their spacecraft, 

intermingling with Soviet society.  They come for one purpose: to 

destroy the USA as the place prepared where heaven and earth 

shall meet.  They have not met their timetable...to prevent placing 

of this capstone on the pyramid of America…any holocaust or war 

that they should stage will not have been in time to prevent this 

manifestation. 

• Let the victory be sustained… 

 

Vol 33 No. 35 Beloved El Morya published Sept 9, 1990, Dictated Aug 7, 1990 

• Plan to reach the light bearers…tear down the walls of hatred 

erected by the fallen ones around TSL 

• Astrology squares, oppositions, and conjunctions are challenges, 

not obstacles, conflicts, and opposition 

• Sustain the capstone of the pyramid  

• Purpose of all time is preserve and protect this activity...gain God-

Mastery 

• Clear the 7 deadly fears (Napoleon Hill) from your worlds that you 

may precipitate that supply. 

• Alliance with Kuthumi, that psychologist, assist you in transmuting 

the negatives by seeing through them, by blowing them away by 

Love and Mercy 

• Bless your enemies, all from whom you receive negative 

vibrations and matrices.  They present you the test, you would 

pass, the initiation you would get through (that obstacle) you 

one day would overcome; when you no longer carry their 

challenges. 

• They are the initiators who come from the dark side.  Bless 

them for the great strengthening you have received [from God 

as you determine to meet those challenges victoriously] Bless 

them for the lessons you have learned so that you could pass the 

tests of Maitreya and the Cosmic Christ when they did come.  Thus 

God-Gratitude for all who have ever injured you.  In that state of 

mind [trines, sextiles, quintiles] you become invulnerable and 

invincible, it is then that the ANGELS can permanently mend the 

holes in your garments. 
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• Let the word live in you and let the work, as its complement be for 

the anchoring and the balance.  Let our chelas speak the word 

because they have assimilated it, as part of their total being. 

 

Vol 33 No. 6 The Messenger, published Fed 11, 1990, Given May 21, 1989 NYC 

• Prophecy for the 1990’s III; The four horsemen: A 2,000-Year 

Ride 

• Based on a vision Feb 22, 1989  

 

 

Vol 34 No. 40 Beloved Helios, published Aug 18, 1991, Dictated July 4, 1991 

• Unto you is the cup of victory 

• Judgment of the power elite 

• Mighty scepter of the Trinity in the hand of the Holy Christ Self 

• The SUN consumes all unlike itself.  You can do anything through 

the Cosmic Christ consciousness of the SUN.  Remember that ye 

are God’s, and He holds you close…the only distance you know is 

time and space conditioned by inharmony. 

• …the dark clouds of the fallen ones that attempt to cover and 

eclipse the SUN of your I AM Presence. 

• Let not the eclipse of the sun or moon in any way mar the 

blessings of the Sun of your soul and the Sun of your I AM 

Presence!  Defeat that astrology…unto you is the cup of victory.  

Remind yourself daily, I am a son or daughter of Helios and Vesta. 

• …these wings are the wings of the mind…of God Mercury…of 

Venus.  Draw down the SUN into the lowest depths of the physical 

plane…unto the 33 steps... you can by the power of the SUN rout 

those fallen ones bind death and hell, cast them into the lake of fire 

of your own SUN. 

• Fallen ones remain until the people (1st house) decide to reject 

them, for they will no longer worship them, they will no longer 

accept their standards.  It is YOU who have given them haven!  

Divest yourselves of all that consciousness…they will no longer be 

able to abide. The earth is …St Germain’s and Portia’s and it is 

their turn with God and Goddess Meru to remake this world into 

the kingdom of heaven and you assisting… 

• Fallen ones remain because it is the kingdom of the fallen 

ones…have set up their underworld and they rise from the 

underworld to move against you. 

• Do not allow it; Helios has placed a mighty scepter in the hand of 

your Christ Self.  Call to your Christ Self to use that scepter in the 
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name of the Son of God (SUN) in the name of Jesus Christ, 

Maitreya, Gautama, Sanat Kumara.  Call to him to use that scepter 

• Fallen ones are quaking at 33 levels of hell today, and in the 

White House, Congress, the Supreme Court and in every 

legislature of this nation and the world.  They exist by the 

sponsorship of the Hierarchy of Light and they are on Earth this 

day where ever they are to know in consciousness that that 

sponsorship is withdrawn from them now (7:56 pm MDT).  They 

are cut off.  The dispensation is gone, it is done with. 

Let the decree of the KOFs resound that the judgment is come in 

the physical dimension unto those who have misused the chain of 

Hierarchy, every fallen one whosoever followed after that Arch 

deceiver Lucifer. 


